“Agencies can create any incident type they can think of … and are only limited by their imagination.”

—Randy Burkhammer, Director, LexisNexis® Coplogic™ Solutions

To spark our imaginations, these are just some of the minor crash and incident report types collected online:

- Minor vehicle accidents and traffic collisions
- Abandoned vehicle / property
- Accident (non-injury) / property damage only
- Additional property lists / supplements
- Assault / battery
- Attempted theft
- Bullying incident
- Burglary – residential / commercial
- Check fraud
- Child custody violations
- Courtesy reports
- Credit card fraud / abuse
- Crime tips – anonymous / gang intel, suspicious activity, etc.
- Damage to a vehicle
- Defrauding an innkeeper
- Disturbing the peace
- Documentation only
- Drug / narcotics activity
- Embezzlement
- Extra patrol request
- False impersonation
- Found property
- Fraud
- Harassing phone calls
- Hit & run
- Identity theft
- House watch requests
- Lost property
- Mail theft / stolen packages
- Missing person / livestock / animals
- Property / commercial theft
- Probation violation tip
- Supplements – to reports filed online or taken initially by an officer (ex. Additional stolen/lost property)
- Suspicious circumstances – “see something, say something”
- Theft
- Threats
- Traffic complaints
- Trespassing
- Vacation watch requests
- Vandalism
- Vehicle burglary or tampering
- Wanted person(s) tips
- Welfare fraud
To help us get even more creative, these are a few examples of 3.1.1., registrations and public works incident types collected online:

- Alarm permit registration
- Barking dog complaints
- Bicycle registration
- Graffiti clean up requests
- Illegal dumping
- Littering
- Lost/found animals
- Potholes/road hazards
- Private property registration
- Storm damage
- Street light outages
- Vulnerable person and autism registry

And the list can literally go on and on... these are just a few incident types collected online that require an agency issued user account:

- Code enforcement / violations
- Group home operators – runaway / missing / supplements - when kids return
- Pawn slips – pawn shop can submit pawned property through the system
- Shoplifting - security, mall security, loss prevention officers file online
- Tow sheets – tow companies can use the system to self-report towed vehicles

Using their creative imaginations, over 400 law enforcement agencies across North America collected over 965,000 minor crash and incident reports online, saving them over $48 Million during 2017.*

Your agency can join them today and begin offering greater service and convenience to your community while streamlining processes and saving resources.

To learn more please call 877.719.8806 or email solutionsinquiry@lexisnexisrisk.com

*Based on agency provided figures
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